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Abstract: XML (Extensible Markup Language) has become the lingua franca for 
information integration, e-Business and metadata. It is also invading to office 
documents and hence becoming the format for organizational and end-user 
documents.  XML documents themselves do not contain information about styling,
i.e., how they should be rendered for print, screen, or other channels of publication.
One document type may need numerous styling definitions as CSS (Cascading 
Style Sheets) or XSL (Extensible Stylesheet Language) stylesheets for differing
multi-channel publishing purposes. Producing style definitions with differing
styling languages may be quite tricky for end-users. The management of a myriad
of formatting definitions may pose challenges for organizations as well. Tools for
defining CSS style definitions are available but the support for differing versions
of CSS on different end-user devices may be varying. Use of XSL requires 
programming skills or applications providing graphical user interfaces for XSL. 
Although there are a few commercial products available for producing XSL from 
easy-to-use graphical interface, there is a need for tools allowing generic styling 
for XML documents to be defined. The generic styling may support multiple 
differing formatting outputs. This paper presents a possible solution for XML 
document formatting. XF (Extensible Formatting language) is a generic  high-level 
formatting language serving as a mediator for contemporary, powerful formatting 
languages such as CSS and XSL. A prototype implementation of XF with an easy-
to-use visual interface is also described. XF is based on XML and bridges the gap
between end-users and existing powerful formatting languages. 
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1   Introduction 

XML [Br04] has become widely used for data processing and exchange, especially on 
the Web. One of the premises of XML technologies is universal interoperability and 
independency from operating systems and software-producers' proprietary formats such 
as versions of Microsoft Word. Each XML document may be formatted for the purpose 
of specific user device such as a PDA, a web browser, or a printer. The styling properties 
may be attached to the document at the advent of “publication”, for example, when a
user opens a document on her or his web browser or by formatting groups of documents 
for static delivery as a part of publication process. Separation of content and styling is a
relief for document maintenance; it relieves the publishers from the pain of manipulating 
the documents with embedded styling features one by one. Yet defining styling 
instructions for XML documents may become a stumbling block for organizations and 
end-users. Formatting languages or applications are either difficult to use or do not really
support the production of multiple style formats, or both. In the worst case distributing 
data in multiple formats means defining, or even programming, multiple style sheets 
separately for each of the organization’s document types. As time goes by the 
management of differing versions of style sheets may become an issue to be dealt with, 
too. 

The most popular contemporary formatting languages are CSS [Cascading Style Sheets; 
Bo98] for HTML and XML documents and XSL [Extensible Stylesheet Language;
Ad01] for XML documents, both by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) [Wo06].
In CSS and XSL the formatting properties are based on the form of the result. CSS is 
designed for Web display while XSL has a strong support for printed pages. XSL is
much more powerful and complex language than CSS, demanding programming skills, 
hence making it difficult to adopt and use without specific software tools. XSL has the 
potential to become the standard style language for XML documents, yet the support for
XSL in browsers is still rare. It is also too difficult for an ordinary user to write XSL 
scripts manually. CSS has its own syntax consisting of selectors and style properties 
while XSL style sheet is an XML document itself and adopts a specific vocabulary for
defining page-oriented as well as other formatting properties. 

Research on style languages and style systems for structured documents such as XML
has so far focused on multimedia documents [BR02, Vi01, KST04, QV04, Si04, Bu05]. 
Also solutions for more flexible Web displays [KL01, AMP04] and multiple layouts for
one document have been studied. XML editors [PVQ01, Ya04, Va05, GNB03] or form
editing tools [HV04] have not been able to tackle with the problems related to styling in 
multi-channel publishing. Main stream of XML research has focused on transformations
or utilization of XML on a large scale while the research focused solely on the styling of
XML documents has been quite scarce. Proposed solutions for multi-channel publication 
and styling have hence remained modest by their number. Munson [Mu95, MM98] has 
developed a style language called PSL, and Richy [Ri98] has considered generic style
sheets. Yet there is a need for a lightweight front-end language that supports truly 
multiple outputs and provides an easy-to-use graphical user interface (GUI) for end-
users. Some efficient commercial applications realize, at least partly, the problem of 
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multi-channel publishing [Al05, Re06, An06, St06, Ar06] but being complete publishing
solutions they are extensive and suffer from quite complicated UIs. 

Defining the formatting for a class of XML documents for some specific target formats 
is possible with several languages and applications. However, the number of style 
definitions and their versions to be managed may become high by time. There is a need
for an easy-to-use generic formatting language defining a generic layout for a class of
XML documents independently from the resulting style specification syntax and version. 
Such a language would act as a mediator between the user interface and the specific style
definitions created in the formatting task. The generic formatting language and an 
application for using it may therefore allow a sort of plug-in approach for generating a
number of result formats from the easy-to-use interface. The XSL language is a powerful
styling language and there is no reason to try to override it or other practical styling 
languages. Yet an easy-to-use interface for XSL and other style definitions would be
convenient for end-users. A generic styling along with user-friendly interface may also 
save time spent on the style definition tasks. 

We can imagine this kind of need with an organization that wants to have a generic 
layout in all documents that are produced; documents on intranet and Internet, paper 
printout documents, letters, et cetera. In this situation, the XML data has to be formatted 
with several style sheets, depending on the form of result. It would be advantageous if
the generic layout could be defined with a single style sheet. 

This paper contributes by describing the features and the syntax of an XML-based 
generic formatting language called XF—Extensible Formatting. A prototype application 
developed for utilizing XF via graphical user interface for generic formatting is also 
described. XF utilizes XML as its syntax hence making use of XML technology and 
contemporary formatting solutions rather than ignoring them. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 outlines the requirements and 
properties for a generic formatting language and introduces the Extensible Formatting 
language XF. Section 3 describes the phases of the styling process and the XF prototype
architecture. Section 4 illustrates the prototype interface for XF and provides an example
of XF use-case. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2   XF—Extensible Formatting Language 

The XF language was developed by using an explorative prototyping approach. After the 
requirements for a generic formatting language were defined, the schema for XF styling
was developed. The XF prototype was developed side by side with gradual experiments 
on the XF language. This section outlines the requirements for generic styling language
and describes the properties of XF language.
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2.1   Requirements for Generic Formatting Properties

A generic description language for formatting data to multiple result formats has to have
formatting objects suitable for every result form, independently of the nature of the
resulting output style definition format. The requirements for multi-channel publication
are varying: one should take page properties into account for paper print, it is commonly 
known that font face for Web text needs to be different from that for print, and that
differing output devices such as PDAs and computer screens vary a lot on their 
capabilities on rendering and positioning textual and multimedia objects. Regardless of 
diverse requirements a number of generic styling features that are common to most 
forms of styling output results may be identified. 

The common formatting features for XF were extracted from the most commonly used 
style definition formats CSS and XSL. The layout features and properties were also 
studied by inspecting the layout of paper prints and Web screens. The common
formatting features identified as required formatting properties were: classification, 
position, alignment, table, background, border, font, and page. 

Classification property defines how each element should be displayed; as a block, inline, 
list or table element. With position properties block-level elements may be positioned 
with absolute coordinate values on the result page. Alignment includes vertical and 
horizontal alignments of elements. As many users involved with multi-channel 
publishing already know, the tables may require complex formatting properties to be
used for defining the positioning of columns and rows and their numbers. Background 
property allows defining a background colour or image to an element, and with border
properties simple border styles can be defined. Font properties include style, weight, size
and colour properties. Page properties define dimensions and margins of a printable
page. 

It may be noticed that these features are not purely common for every unknown result 
format. The page category is not common in a sense we discussed earlier, but we came
to a conclusion that this feature is fundamental for paper prints, because formatting the 
page is impossible without values of page dimensions. On the other hand defining fixed 
default values will restrict the idea of a generic formatting language inconveniently. 

2.2 Syntax of XF Language

An XF style definition document is a well-formed XML document composed of rules for 
selecting objects to be formatted, formatting properties assigned to objects, and global 
collected properties called property-sets. An example of a part of an XF script is shown 
in Figure 1. 

Element properties defines the formatting properties for certain data elements. Obligatory
attribute for (line 5) gives an XPath [Cl99a] expression for selecting data elements to be 
formatted. The value can be, for instance, a single node or a set of nodes. Element 
properties includes formatting properties as its child elements and may also include
references to property-sets. 
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1 <xf:property-set name="text-font"> 
2 <xf:property name="font-family" value="helvetica"/> 
3  <xf:property name="font-size" value="10"/> 
4 </xf:property-set> 
5 <xf:properties for="head"> 
6  <xf:use-property-sets names="text-font"/> 
7  <xf:property name="font-size" value="16"/> 
8 <xf:property name="font-weight" value="bold"/> 
9 </xf:properties> 

Figure 1: An example of XF script

Element property defines one formatting property (lines 7 and 8). It has an obligatory
attribute name that defines the property name and value that defines the property value.
The generic form of the property elements is 

<xf:property name="property-name" value="property-value"/>

The generic form supports the extensibility of XF with new properties; the user may 
define a whole new property with a name and a value, in an XF script. It, though, means 
that the properties must be implemented in the architecture. 

Element property-set defines a named set of properties, see lines 1-4. Element use-
property-sets is for including the properties defined in a property-set element (line 6). The 
property-set can be included as whole in any properties element (or property-set element), 
providing a way of defining commonly used sets of properties in a single place. Multiple 
definitions are treated like in CSS: there are now two values for font-size specified for 
each element head in the example above, but the last value will be chosen. This feature 
allows us to use global, collected definitions flexibly and to override some properties
later if needed. 

It is possible to use short-hand notations in place of a property. Short-hand notations are 
defined for built-in properties. These are properties that are defined in XF, thus they are 
not defined for the user's own properties. A built-in property group is a set of properties
that belong together somehow, for example, all properties concerning font, like font-size
and font-family. In short-hand notations all properties belonging to a built-in property
group can be specified in the same element. This idea is borrowed from CSS, where
properties can be grouped together into one rule. For example, lines 7 to 8 could be 
written as 

<xf:font font-size="16" font-weight="bold"/> 

XF has eight built-in property groups that were derived from the common formatting 
features discussed above. The built-in properties with built-in property groups are 
defined in Table 1. The requirements for formatting tables were solved with a rough 
categorization of table properties: rows and cells are actual data and columns are 
metadata. The metadata for table has a specific property group element table containing 
also an attribute column-widths.
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Table 1: Built-in properties and property groups in XF 

BUILT-IN PROPERTY
GROUPS

ATTRIBUTES ATTRIBUTE VALUES 

For 'property' elements 
classification display block,inline,list-item,table,table-row,table-cell,none 
table columns 

column-widths 
<number> 
<length>+

position Top, left, height, width <length> 
alignment text-align 

vertical-align 
left, center, right, justify 
top, middle, bottom

background background-color
background-image 

<color>, transparent 
<uri>, none 

border border-style 
border-color

none, dotted, dashed, solid, double 
<color> 

font font-family
font-style
font-weight 
font-size 
color

serif, sans-serif, cursive, fantasy, monospace 
normal, italic 
normal, bold 
<length>
<color> 

For 'page-property' elements 
page page-width 

page-height 
margin

<length>
<length>
<width>

3   Styling Process and Architecture of XF 

Design of the XF architecture makes formatting of XML documents semi-automatic; 
end-users specify only the XF definition with a graphical UI and choose the preferred 
output formats. Data processing from XF definition and XML source document to 
resulting formats is carried out automatically. 

XML syntax makes it possible to process both the source document and the formatting 
specification using common XML tools. This brings compatibility and easier usability 
with XML technology and makes the language more generic. XF provides true
compatibility with contemporary multi-channel distribution and allows new style
formats to be generated when needed; more sophisticated users or experts may build 
plug-ins for result document formats not implemented in the current XF application. 

Figure 2 illustrates the styling process in XF, which is managed in two phases. In the 
first phase, the user defines formatting for the source document in a graphical UI and the 
system produces the formatting document XF. The source XML document and the 
formatting document XF are processed and combined together to a "presentation 
document". This resulting document has all the content of the source document, but also 
the formatting instructions from XF alongside with calculated values which are needed, 
for example, for tables. In the second phase, the resulting style formats are generated 
from the presentation document with stand-alone applications. The system produces
these output formats automatically. The front-end (Figure 2: I, building the presentation 
document) and the back-end (II, generating the result format) are distinct parts of the XF 
architecture.
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Figure 2: The styling process for XML documents in XF: building the presentation document (I) 
and generating the result formats (II) 

The first prototype of the XF front-end (Figure 3) is implemented with Java and DOM4J 
[DO06] which is an interface to Document Object Model [DO00] for Java application 
developers. DOM4J contains support for XPath [Cl99a]—a powerful language for 
addressing and filtering nodes on XML documents. The use of XPath language provides 
an easy way for generating the presentation document. 

Figure 3: The front-end in the styling process of XF: Building the presentation document tree with
Java and DOM4J 

In the first part of the XF styling process the XML source document and the XF
formatting document defined by a user are both read to DOM trees. The "Enrich"
application reads the XF DOM tree node by node, and appends formatting properties for
the source document tree. In case a user does not provide formatting instructions for a
source document node there are built-in default formatting properties in XF. The 
enriched tree is used as a source for producing layout for chosen output format 
automatically. The presentation document tree includes all information that the back-end 
applications need to build output formats. 

XF prototype contains several back-end applications; one for each different output style
definition as illustrated in Figure 4. A back-end application maps the properties of the 
presentation document tree to features of the selected output format such as to XSL
formatting objects (XSL-FO). Back-end applications are capable of producing the output
formatting syntax directly from the presentation document tree. Two back-end 
applications are currently implemented on the XF prototype with XSLT [Cl99b]: one for
producing HTML and the second one for XSL-FO from which paper prints can be 
produced as PDF. Back-end applications are independent from the rest of the
architecture, so sophisticated users can easily build new back-end applications with 
XSLT, or other suitable languages such as Java. 
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Figure 4: The back-ends in the styling process of XF: Generating result formats 

4   XF Interface and XF Use-Case 

From the end-users' aspect a graphical UI is a mandatory requirement. End-users on the 
Web may not have enough skills to handle raw XML documents; a GUI makes the 
formatting language easily available for such users. Among users on the Web, for 
example, the formatting task should be as easy as creating a short web page. If the GUI 
of a styling language can provide functions that are easily adopted with earlier 
knowledge of using computer (i.e., functions similar to Word application or in 
InternetExplorer) then the language has a potential to become commonly used on the
Web and adopted as a part of handling documents on the fly. 

4.1   Graphical User Interface for XF

The first prototype of the GUI consists of two parts: the XML document to be formatted 
is downloaded to the left pane (Figure 5) and the formatting properties are shown on the
right side. A user selects an element by clicking it. Then she or he may define the desired 
formatting properties for it by using the buttons and drop-down menus on the right. 

Figure 5: The graphical user interface of XF 
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4.2 Case: Newsletter on the Fly 

As an example we consider a fictional company that delivers a newsletter as a web page 
and a paper print. All the documentation on the company is handled in XML form, so the 
newsletter is also an XML document. The newsletters have to be published promptly, 
but publishing the short daily messages is not the responsibility of any specific employee
or unit. It means that the author should take care of the publication and delivery as well. 
The authors could produce their daily news to preferred output formats with XF in a
following manner. 

The newsletter in XML form is loaded to the XF GUI as shown in Figure 4. The heading 
will use a red italic font of size 16. The element of the heading is selected by clicking on 
the top of it. Then the properties for the font are selected by clicking the "font" button, 
and after that on the right side of the window we can see the possible properties 
(attributes) for the font. From the drop-down menu the user chooses the style 'italic' for
the font. After all the preferred formatting properties have been specified to all elements, 
the document can be produced to chosen output format. 

In this example the outputs are HTML for Web display and PDF for paper print. As soon 
as an author chooses the preferred output the XF styling process automatically generates
formatting and transformation scripts hidden from the user. The first generated script is 
an XF script (Figure 6). It acts as a mediator for general formatting. The source XML 
document and the automatically generated XF script are combined together. The 
resulting "presentation document" is shown in Figure 7 (see Figure 3, also). 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<xf:formatting xmlns:xf="http://www.cs.uku.fi/XF/2003">
 <xf:properties for="heading"> 

<xf:property name="font-style" value="italic"/>
<xf:property name="font-color" value="red"/> 

 </xf:properties> 
</xf:formatting>

Figure 6: Automatically generated XF script 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<newsletter xf:page-width="21cm" xf:page-height="29.7cm" xf:margin="2cm" xf:text-
align="left" xf:font-size="10pt"...> 

<heading xf:font-style="italic" xf:font-color="red" xf:font-
 size="16pt">Increments for Salaries</heading>
 <date>2006-01-18</date>...
</newsletter> 

Figure 7: A part of the presentation document 

The outputs are generated with XSLT from the presentation document tree.  Figures 8 
and 9 represent portions of the outputs of HTML and XSL-FO scripts, respectively (see 
Figure 4, also).
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<html xmlns:xf="http://www.cs.uku.fi/XF/2003"> 
 <body>

<div style="align: left; family: 'Helvetica'; 
font-style: italic; font-weight: normal; size: 16pt; 
color: red; ">Increments for Salaries</div>... 

 </body>
</html>

Figure 8: A portion of the resulting HTML document 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<fo:root xmlns:fo="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Format"
xmlns:xf="http://www.cs.uku.fi/XF/2003">
 <fo:layout-master-set> 

<fo:simple-page-master master-name="page"  
page-width="21cm" page-height="29.7cm"> 
<fo:region-body margin="2cm" /> 

</fo:simple-page-master> 
 </fo:layout-master-set> 
 <fo:page-sequence master-reference="page"> 

<fo:flow flow-name="xsl-region-body"> 
<fo:block text-align="left" font- 
 family="'Helvetica'" font-style="italic" 
 font-weight="normal" font-size="16pt"
 color="red">Increments for Salaries 
</fo:block>... 

</fo:flow> 
 </fo:page-sequence> 
</fo:root> 

Figure 9: A part of the generated XSL-FO script 

Formatting instructions defined by an XSL-FO script serve as an input to XSL 
Formatting Object Processor, such as Apache FOP [Ap06]. The FO processor produces a 
PDF output document such as the one illustrated in Figure 10. 

Figure 10: The resulting output document in PDF format 
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5   Conclusion 

While existing research on XML has focused on information and application integration 
and transformations, the attention on XML document styling mechanisms and their
usability has been scarce. This may be due to the fact that XML has not reached the
offices and main stream document production yet. Along with new office products, 
XML is going to invade to offices and become the format for common documents. It
becomes available for everyone using novel office applications. 

There are both powerful styling languages such as XSL and more simple and flexible
ones like CSS available for styling. There is no need to replace them. Instead, new 
solutions are needed for automating creation of style definitions. Multi-target formatting 
is a difficult task not only for end-users but in a general level, also; there is no widely 
accepted standard way to define styling that would directly support the generation of 
multiple formats. There is a need to distribute data to several formats, like disparate Web 
displays, hand-held devices or printable pages. With existing technology this usually
means describing multiple formatting scripts with multiple style sheet languages or
applications. There is a need for easy-to-use, generic formatting tools allowing easy 
creation of numerous style formats such as HTML with CSS as well as XSL-FO. 

This paper presented XF—a high-level description language for formatting XML 
documents by their generic layout features. The prototype XF styling application allows
definition of styles for multiple different result formats from one generic XF style sheet. 
At the moment, XF produces HTML and XSL-FO for PDF but new style formats may be 
easily plugged in due to the separation of the front- and back-end sides of the XF
architecture. XF provides a prototype example of an easy to use interface to existing 
styling technologies. The graphical UI of XF thus bridges the gap between end-users and 
powerful styling technologies. XF or a similar application may also resolve the tedious 
task of defining multiple style sheets for different distribution channels, as well as save 
time and effort needed on maintaining the style sheets. 
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     Piktogramme einbetten: Ja
     Für schnelle Web-Anzeige optimieren: Ja
Papierformat:
     Breite: 208.25 Höhe: 294.7 mm

KOMPRIMIERUNG ------------------------------------
Farbbilder:
     Neuberechnung: Bikubische Neuberechnung auf 300 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
          für Auflösung über 450 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
     Komprimierung: JPEG
     Bildqualität: Maximal
Graustufenbilder:
     Neuberechnung: Bikubische Neuberechnung auf 300 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
          für Auflösung über 450 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
     Komprimierung: JPEG
     Bildqualität: Maximal
Schwarzweißbilder:
     Neuberechnung: Bikubische Neuberechnung auf 1200 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
          für Auflösung über 1800 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
     Komprimierung: CCITT Gruppe 4
     Mit Graustufen glätten: Aus

Richtlinien:
     Richtlinien für Farbbilder
          Bei Bildauflösung unter: 150 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
               Warnen und weiter
     Richtlinien für Graustufenbilder
          Bei Bildauflösung unter: 150 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
               Warnen und weiter
     Richtlinen für monochrome Bilder
          Bei Bildauflösung unter: 600 ppi (Pixel pro Zoll)
               Warnen und weiter

FONTS --------------------------------------------
Alle Schriften einbetten: Ja
Untergruppen aller eingebetteten Schriften: Ja
Untergruppen, wenn benutzte Zeichen kleiner als: 100 %
Wenn Einbetten fehlschlägt: Warnen und weiter
Einbetten:
     Schrift immer einbetten: [ ]
     Schrift nie einbetten: [ ]

FARBE --------------------------------------------
Farbmanagement:
     Einstellungsdatei: None
     Farbmanagement: Farbe nicht ändern
     Wiedergabemethode: Standard
Geräteabhängige Daten:
     Unterfarbreduktion und Schwarzaufbau beibehalten: Ja
     Transferfunktionen: Entfernen
     Rastereinstellungen beibehalten: Nein

ERWEITERT ----------------------------------------
Optionen:
     Überschreiben der Adobe PDF-Einstellungen durch PostScript zulassen: Nein
     PostScript XObjects zulassen: Nein
     Farbverläufe in Smooth Shades konvertieren: Ja
     Geglättene Linien in Kurven konvertieren: Nein
     Level 2 copypage-Semantik beibehalten: Ja
     Einstellungen für Überdrucken beibehalten: Ja
          Überdruckstandard ist nicht Null: Ja
     Adobe PDF-Einstellungen in PDF-Datei speichern: Ja
     Ursprüngliche JPEG-Bilder wenn möglich in PDF speichern: Ja
     Portable Job Ticket in PDF-Datei speichern: Nein
     Prologue.ps und Epilogue.ps verwenden: Nein
     JDF-Datei (Job Definition Format) erstellen: Nein
(DSC) Document Structuring Conventions:
     DSC-Kommentare verarbeiten: Ja
          DSC-Warnungen protokollieren: Nein
          EPS-Info von DSC beibehalten: Ja
          OPI-Kommentare beibehalten: Nein
          Dokumentinfo von DSC beibehalten: Ja
          Für EPS-Dateien Seitengröße ändern und Grafiken zentrieren: Ja

PDF/X --------------------------------------------
Standards - Berichterstellung und Kompatibilität:
     Kompatibilitätsstandard: PDF/X-3 (kompatibel mit Acrobat 5.0)
     Wenn nicht kompatibel: Fortfahren
Wenn kein Endformat- oder Objekt-Rahmen festgelegt ist:
      Links: 0.0 Rechts: 0.0 Oben: 0.0 Unten: 0.0
Wenn kein Anschnitt-Rahmen festgelegt ist:
     Anschnitt-Rahmen auf Medien-Rahmen festlegen: Ja
Standardwerte, sofern nicht im Dokument festgelegt:
     Profilname für Ausgabe-Intention: ISO Coated
     Kennung der Ausgabebedingung: 
     Ausgabebedingung: 
     Registrierung (URL): 
     Überfüllung: "False" eingeben

ANDERE -------------------------------------------
Distiller-Kern Version: 7050
ZIP-Komprimierung verwenden: Ja
ASCII-Format: Nein
Text und Vektorgrafiken komprimieren: Ja
Minimale Bittiefe für Farbbild Downsampling: 1
Minimale Bittiefe für Graustufenbild Downsampling: 2
Farbbilder glätten: Nein
Graustufenbilder glätten: Nein
Farbbilder beschneiden: Ja
Graustufenbilder beschneiden: Ja
Schwarzweißbilder beschneiden: Ja
Bilder (< 257 Farben) in indizierten Farbraum konvertieren: Ja
Bildspeicher: 1048576 Byte
Optimierungen deaktivieren: 0
Transparenz zulassen: Nein
ICC-Profil Kommentare parsen: Ja
sRGB Arbeitsfarbraum: sRGB IEC61966-2.1
DSC-Berichtstufe: 0
Flatness-Werte beibehalten: Ja
Grenzwert für künstlichen Halbfettstil: 1.0

ENDE DES REPORTS ---------------------------------

IMPRESSED GmbH
Bahrenfelder Chaussee 49
22761 Hamburg, Germany
Tel. +49 40 897189-0
Fax +49 40 897189-71
Email: info@impressed.de
Web: www.impressed.de






